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1. An ancient story
Everyone like stories. Think about the last time you heard a 1
story. Why did you enjoy it? It might have been a true story, or 2
it might have been made up. We all love listening to stories of 3
all kinds, or watching stories in films, because they are exciting. 4
We want to know what happens next. We start guessing what 5
will happen next. Have you noticed that we start to care about 6
the people in the story, even when the story is not true!

7

Here is a picture from a very ancient story. What on earth do 8
you think is going on? Later on in this booklet, we will find out.

9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ramayana#/media/File:Battle_at_Lanka,_Ramayana,_Udaipur,_1649-53.jpg

3

1

Stories also make us think. Sometimes when we listen to

2

stories about other people, we even end up learning

3

something new about ourselves. This is why stories have

4

always been important in the great religions of the world.

5

Some stories have special meanings for religious believers.

6

We are going to learn a story that is very special for Hindus.

7

Hinduism is a word for the religious beliefs that grew up

8

around the River Indus in India, thousands of years ago.

9

This is of a man called

10 Vala painting miki. Some
11 Hindus believe that it was
12 Valmiki who wrote down
13 this

special

story.

This
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ramayana#/media/File:Valmiki_Ramayana.jpg

14 painting shows him writing
15 the story.

The story is

16 written as a very long
17 poem. It was so long it had
18 24,000 verses!
4
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This very long poem tells the story of the life of a man

1

called Rama (rar-ma). In the story, we learn about his

2

whole

and

3

achievements. A long poem about the journey of a great

4

person’s life is called an epic. This epic is known as the

5

Ramayana (ra-my-a-nah), which means Rama’s journey.

6

In the Ramayana, Rama has a wife called Sita. He also

7

has a younger brother called Lakshmana (laksh-mah-na).

8

life’s

journey,

his

troubles,

challenges

This painting shows
Rama,

9

and 10

Sita

The 11

Lakshmana.

painting shows them 12
in a forest. Rama is 13
in front and pointing 14
the way ahead. You 15
can

see

standing

a

deer 16
nearby. 17

Let’s hear the story 18
and find out what 19
they were doing.
5
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2. Four sons for the king
of Ayodhya
1

A long time ago, a great king reigned over the

2

kingdom of Ayodhya (eye-oh-dee-ah) in India.

3

wise and powerful king was loved by all his subjects.

4

The king had three very intelligent and beautiful wives.

5

The happiness of these three women and the king was

6

complete, except for one thing.

7

None of them had a son. This meant that the king of

8

Ayodhya had no son to succeed to his throne after

9

him. It was the king’s duty to make sure that, after he

This

10 died, the kingdom stayed safe and prosperous for all
11 its people, so the three women and their king decided to
12 pray to the gods for sons.
6

Original file: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lord_of_Gods_Vishnu.jpg

This is a picture of

1

the god Vishnu.

2

Vishnu heard the

3

women praying.

4

After a while, not

5

one, but four sons

6

were born!

7

One queen gave

8

birth to a son

9

called Rama. 10
Another queen gave 11
birth to Bharata. 12
The third had twins: 13
Lakshmana and 14
Shatrughna. 15
7

1

Everyone believed that the four

2

sons were the embodiment of

3

Vishnu. This means that in their

4

bodies they had all the strength,

5

beauty, power and skill of Vishnu.

6

But Rama was the bravest and

7

wisest and most handsome of

8

them all.

9

In Hindu art, the god Vishnu has

10

blue skin. Rama, too, is often

11

shown in a blueish colour.

12

Can you find Rama in this

13

picture? He is a very dark blue!

14

The picture shows all four sons

15

getting married. Can you find the

16

four wives in their red wedding

17

robes?
8

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ramayana#/media/File:Ramayana_-_Marriage_of_Rama_Bharata_Lakshmana_and_Shatrughna.jpg

3. Rama and Sita leave the kingdom
1

Now, when the four sons reached the age of manhood, the old

2

king made an important announcement: ‘I decree that my son,

3

Prince Rama, will succeed to the throne of the kingdom of

4

Ayodha!’ said the king. On hearing this, the whole kingdom was

5

filled with joy because the king’s eldest son, Rama, was greatly

6

loved by the people. The people in this Indian kingdom were

7

very happy that Rama would be the next king when the old king

8

died.

9

But one of the king’s three wives, Rama’s stepmother, was not

10 happy.

She was worried about the future of her own son,

11 Rama’s stepbrother. She wanted her own son, not Rama, to be
12 the next king. Long ago, the king had made a promise that he
13 would grant this wife anything she wished. Rama’s stepmother
14 now asked the king to promise that he would banish Rama from
15 the kingdom.
16 The king was sad, but he had to keep his promise. He ordered
17 Rama to be banished to a distant forest. Rama calmly chose to
18 obey. Without a word of complaint, Rama prepared to leave.
10

Rama’s wife, Sita, loved Rama very much. She chose to leave

1

all the comforts of the kingdom’s fine palaces and to go with

2

Rama to the forest. But Rama’s younger brother, Lakshmana,

3

who also loved Rama very much, was outraged! Lakshmana

4

could not accept that Rama should be banished. Lakshmana

5

tried to persuade his father not to banish Rama. The king,

6

however, told him not to interfere. He insisted on keeping his

7

promise. Lakshmana listened. He decided that it was his duty,

8

too, to leave with Rama and Sita. He would be their

9

companion and helper in the forest.

10

This painting shows Rama, Sita and Lakshmana leaving the 11
kingdom. Look carefully. How does the artist show that other 12
people were very unhappy that Rama and Sita were leaving?

13
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fb/Rama_leaving_for_fourteen_years_of_exile_from_Ayodhya.jpg

1

As Rama was leaving, there was one more attempt to persuade him

2

to stay. This time, it was Rama’s stepbrother, Bharata. Even Rama’s

3

stepbrother did not want Rama to go!

4

Bharata begged Rama not to go, but Rama refused because he had

5

sworn a special oath to his father to say that he would leave.

6

Bharata quickly realised that he would never persuade Rama to

7

return, so he said to Rama, ‘I will rule in your name while you are

8

gone. When you return the kingdom shall be yours again. Then he

9

asked Rama to give him a pair of his sandals. Rama gave him the

10 sandals and Bharata placed them on the king’s throne. In this way,
11 he showed that Rama was the true king. Bharata said that he would
12 rule only while Rama was away. Bharata and all the kingdom
13 hoped very much that, one day, Rama might return.
14 Meanwhile, Rama, Sita and
15 Lakshama travelled on, alone,
16 to the forest. There they lived,
17 in a simple cottage, for many
18 years.

12

4. Rama, Sita
and the demon Ravana
Meanwhile, far away on the island of Lanka, there lived a cruel, 1
frightening and powerful demon king, called Ravana. Ravana had 2
ten heads and twenty arms. He rode through the air in a chariot, 3
pulled by man-eating mules with sharp teeth. This photograph 4
5

shows a statue of Ravana, the demon king.
Ravana heard about

6

Rama and Sita. He

7

heard about the

8

good things they

9

were doing for the

10

animals and people

11

of the forest.

12

Ravana became angry. He wanted to control the forest as his own. 13
Ravana decided to destroy Rama and capture Sita. He came up 14
with a cunning plan to trick them.
©2020 Christine Counsell and Steve Mastin
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1

Ravana asked another demon to disguise himself as a beautiful

2

deer. The deer was so beautiful that when Sita saw it, she was

3

entranced by it. The deer’s soft golden coat glowed like the sun,

4

its antlers shone like the moon and its eyes were as bright as

5

sapphires. Sita was so delighted by the deer that she persuaded

6

Rama to capture it for her.

7

Rama was sure that the deer was part of an evil trick, but Sita

8

was so entranced by the beautiful deer that she begged Rama

9

until Rama gave in. Rama went after the deer, telling Lakshmana,

10 ‘Guard Sita while I am away!’. But the demon tricked Lakshmana
11 into leaving too and Sita was left alone in the cottage in the forest.

14

The demon king Ravana now disguised himself as an old man.

1

Walking up to the cottage, he asked Sita for a drink. The kind-

2

hearted Sita said, ‘Of course I will give you something to drink!’

3

She invited him into her cottage. But then the old man turned

4

back into the demon, Ravana! He kidnapped Sita. He took her

5

through the sky, far away, to his island, Lanka. In this painting, a

6

vulture called Jatayu tries to save Sita. The painting shows Ravana

7

holding kidnapped Sita and wounding the vulture.

8

Ravana now flew off with

9

Sita to his fortress on the 10
island of
Rama

Lanka. When 11

and

Lakshmana 12

returned to the cottage, 13
they searched everywhere 14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ramayana#/media/File:Ravi_Varma-Ravana_Sita_Jathayu.jpg

for Sita. She was nowhere 15
to be found. Sita was gone.
As

they

searched,

16

they 17

found the poor wounded 18
vulture, who told them what 19
had happened.
15
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1

After a while, Rama and Lakshmana met a monkey called

2

Hanuman.

3

kingdom were devoted to Rama. They promised to help find Sita.

4

Hanuman and the monkeys

5

spread out everywhere, hunting

6

for Sita. Then Hanuman did a

7

remarkable thing. He grew to a

8

great size. He grew so big that

9

he could take an huge leap

Hanuman and all the monkeys in the monkey

10 across the sea to the island of
11 Lanka

where

Sita

lay

12 imprisoned. There, Hanuman
13 found Sita. Hanuman gave Sita
14 a ring from Rama to prove that
15 he was from Rama and that
16 Rama would come to save her.
17 Here is a modern statue of Hanuman. There are many statues of
18 Hanuman in India. Hindu peoples have always loved this part of
19 the story where Hanuman comes to help Rama and Sita.
16

5. Rama and Sita return
Hanuman then tricked Ravana. He allowed himself to be

1

captured and bound with ropes. Ravana’s cruel demons set fire

2

to Hanuman’s tail, whereupon Hanuman escaped and leapt

3

from roof to roof, setting fire to the whole island of Lanka.

4

Hanuman then returned home and told Rama where Sita was.

5

Now, Rama had to rescue her.

6

Rama, Lakshmana, Hanuman and all the monkeys now did

7

something extraordinary. They built a vast bridge across the sea

8

to the island of Lanka. They wrote Rama’s name on each rock.

9

Many other animals and even the fish in the sea helped them to 10
build the bridge. This stone carving shows the monkeys, the

11

fish, Hanuman, Rama and Lakshmana building the bridge.
Can you find them?

12

17

Relief at temple dedicated to Shiva at Prambanan © H. Bongers
(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:COLLECTIE_TROPENMUSEUM_Reli%C3%ABf_op_de_aan_Shiva_gewijde
_tempel_op_de_Candi_Lara_Jonggrang_oftewel_het_Prambanan_tempelcomplex_TMnr_10016180.jpg). CC-BYSA-3.0
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1

Rama, Lakshmana, Hanuman and the monkey army now

2

crossed the sea to Lanka. They marched right up to Ravana’s

3

palace.

4

Ravana was furious! ‘Who dares to invade my kingdom?!’

5

shouted the angry Ravana. He sent out his demon army to

6

attack the monkeys.

7

shows. You first saw this painting on Page 3. This is the battle

8

that Rama, Lakshmana and the monkeys fought against

9

Ravana and all his demons. The battle was long and terrible. It

So now you know what this painting

10 lasted for days. In the end, Rama and his army defeated the
11 demons. Finally Rama and Ravana met on the battlefield.
12 Rama himself fought Ravana, and killed him.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ramayana#/media/File:Battle_at_Lanka,_Ramayana,_Udaipur,_1649-53.jpg
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Rama was at last reunited with Sita. The monkey army cheered

1

loudly as they saw Rama and Sita together again. This Indian

2

painting shows Hanuman paying his respects to Rama and Sita

3

after they were united.

4

Lakshmana is on the right, cooling

Rama and Sita with his fan.

5

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ramayana#/media/File:Hanuman_before_Rama.jpg

Rama and Sita now said goodbye to their monkey friends. Their

6

duty was now to return, at long last, to the royal palaces in the

7

kingdom of Ayodhya. All the people of Ayodhya were so happy

8

that Rama and Sita were returning that they now did a very

9

beautiful thing to help them.
©2020 Christine Counsell and Steve Mastin
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1

All along the way, the people of Ayodhya lit lamps to light the

2

way for Rama, Sita and Lakshmana. They put lamps by the

3

roads. They put lamps in their windows. They put lamps on

4

their doors. By the time Rama and Sita reached the royal city

5

of Ayodhya, the place was ablaze with lights.

6

Rama, Sita and Lakshmana were at last reunited with Rama’s

7

other two brothers. Rama and Sita succeeded to the throne.

8

As king and queen they ruled the kingdom wisely and well for

9

many years.

20

6. Understanding the story
of Rama and Sita
Now that you know the story of Rama and Sita, it is time to

1

learn what the story means for millions of people who love it so

2

much. Millions of Hindu people have told the story to their

3

children for thousands of years. They tell the story because it

4

helps them to understand Hindu beliefs. It helps them to think

5

about ancient ideas which are important to Hindus. These are

6

big ideas about how things work in the world, how to live a

7

good life and how to live together with others.

8

One big idea is to do with light. Every year Hindu peoples

9

celebrate the great Hindu festival of Diwali (di-var-lee). This is 10
a festival that is all about the importance of light. At the 11
festival of Diwali, people re-tell the story of Rama and Sita. 12
During the festival, schoolchildren learn the story of Rama and 13
Sita.

14

21

1 The people lighting the lamps on Rama and Sita’s way home were
2 not just making it easy for Rama and Sita to see in the dark! They
3 were showing the importance of light. Light is a symbol of all
4 that is good. Light also shows up what is good. It brings what is
5 true into the open. It is important for Hindus to get close to the
6 source of light.
7 So Hindu peoples retell the story of Rama and Sita because it is
8 about the victory of goodness over evil, of truth over ignorance
9 and of light over darkness.
10

Here

are

some

11

lamps in front of

12

an altar during

13

the

14

Diwali. An altar is

15

a

16

where

17

offer worship to

18

their god or gods.

19

This altar is in a

20

Hindu temple.

festival
special

of
place

Hindus

22

The festival of Diwali lasts for several days. It is a special time

1

for families to come together on the darkest night of the year.

2

They light candles and lamps to celebrate the victory of light

3

over darkness. As well as lighting lights, families and friends

4

also give each other gifts.

5

Because it is a festival of lights, some cities in India hold

6

wonderful firework displays. Here are some night fireworks

7

during the festival of Diwali in a city in India.

8
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1

Another big idea in the story of Rama and Sita which is very

2

important for Hindus is the idea of dharma.

3

Dharma is not easy to explain in English! It is about a way of

4

living. It is about a way of living that Hindu peoples in ancient

5

times thought was right and good. Hindu stories teach people

6

that the right and good way of living is one that helps

7

everyone to live well together, and not just one person.

8

dharma is about order. In Hindu tradition, people and things

9

must be in their proper order so that the world works well.

This

10 This means that dharma is also about duty. In the story Rama,
11 Sita and Lakshmana each show their devotion to duty. They
12 often put the good of the kingdom before their own comfort and
13 their own wishes. They respect the order of the universe that
14 they believe the gods want to see. You could say that dharma is
15 also about following the right path, the path to goodness, truth
16 and good order for everyone.
17 So, dharma can mean all these things: a way of living, following
18 the right path, duty, order and truth.
24

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Indischer_Maler_von_1780_001.jpg#/media/File:Indischer_Maler_von_1780_001.jpg

1

Think back over the story of Rama and Sita. You will find

2

many examples of dharma. People in the story follow what

3

they think is their duty, even where it will be hard for them.

4

They might lose comforts, riches, family or friends, but they still

5

follow the path of duty. Here are some examples.

6

Why does the old king banish his son, Rama, even though the

7

people of the city love Rama? The king banishes him because

8

he had made a promise, an oath, to Rama’s step-mother.

9

Ancient Hindu peoples believed that even the king, as husband

10 and ruler, had a duty not break his promise.
11 Why does Rama agree to go, even though this felt unfair to
12 Rama and even though all the people of the kingdom want
13 him to rule? Rama agrees to go because he believes that he has
14 a duty to accept the decisions of his father. Rama is following
15 his dharma.
16 In the story, how does Sita follow her dharma? How does
17 Lakshmana follow his dharma? When do they make mistakes
18 and not follow their dharma? You decide!
26

